Abstract-This paper proposes a new security method for protecting signalling for Domain Name System (DNS) architecture. That is, it makes secure DNS update messages for binding a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) of an IPv6 node and the IPv6 address of the node owning this FQDN. This method is based on the use of Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGA) and IDBased Cryptography (IBC). Combination of these two techniques allows DNS server to check the ownership of the IPv6 address and the FQDN, sent by the DNS client. In addition, this paper describes how this method has been implemented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The DNS architecture, widely deployed in Internet, is used to store the binding between a FQDN of an IP node (e.g., hostname.example.com) and information related to this FQDN (e.g., the IP address of the node owning the FQDN). When the node's IP address changes, this information must be consequently updated in the DNS server: this may be done with the dynamic DNS update (DNS UPDATE) mechanism. To thwart masquerading threats, security mechanisms have been standardized, like Secret Key Transaction Authentication for DNS (TSIG) or DNS Request and Transaction Signatures (SIG(0)), but they still have limitations.
In this paper, we present a new method, securing the DNS UPDATE signalling, based on CGA and IBC. Our works focus on securing the DNS update of the binding between the name of an IP node and its IPv6 address: our solution brings the ownership proof of these two information elements.
Our article is organized as follows. First, the DNS architecture and related security threats are presented in section II with current countermeasures and their limitations. In section III, our solution is described including the two techniques CGA and IBC, and how the combination of them makes secure the DNS UPDATE signalling. Section IV gives implementation details of the solution, and section V an analysis of its advantages and limitations.
II. DOMAIN NAME SYSTEM

A. Dynamic DNS update
The dynamic DNS update (DNS UPDATE) mechanism [1] allows an IP node to modify or delete information in the DNS server. This mechanism reuses the DNS message format, over UDP, and the structure of the information stored in the DNS server, known as Resource Record (RR), illustrated respectively in Figure 1 A DNS message is identified as a DNS update message thanks to Header field. Zone field indicates the domain zone including the FQDN to update. Prerequisite field contains the conditions for doing the update. Update field indicates actions to be performed: either deleting and/or adding the information, using RR(s) to encode these actions and the associated information. Finally, Additional Data field contains complementary information related to Update field.
Regarding RR structure, Name field includes the FQDN. Type field indicates the type of FQDN's information (e.g., AAAA for an IPv6 address). TTL field includes lifetime of the information. RData field contains the information (e.g., the IPv6 address) and RDLength indicates RData field's lenght.
B. Security considerations and current protection mechanisms
Allowing an IP node to update (or delete) data in the DNS server introduces security threats. There are mechanisms to protect data against these threats: TSIG and SIG(0). The use of these mechanisms is strongly relying on DNS deployment architecture, and may suffer from limitations, especially in an environment where IPv6 autoconfiguration is deployed.
1) Threats:
When an IP node updates data in the DNS server, two information elements are critical: the node's FQDN and IP address. Indeed, a malicious node could usurp either the FQDN or the IP address or both of them, when updating data in the DNS.
In the first case (i.e., spoofed FQDN), all the communications to the FQDN are redirected to the malicious node's IP address because the DNS UPDATE messagee includes a spoofed FQDN (e.g., www.mybanc.com) associated to its IP address. This attack looks like the well-known DNS cache poisoning attack but is more critical because all the DNS databases (i.e., DNS master/slave servers and DNS caches) are impacted. Moreover, the DNS Security (DNSSEC) mechanism [3] cannot protect against this attack: indeed, DNSSEC only guarantees the integrity and the authentication of information sent by a DNS server but, here, the information stored in the DNS server are already corrupted.
In the second case (i.e., spoofed IP address), all the communications to the FQDN are redirected to a wrong location because the DNS UPDATE messagee includes a spoofed IP address associated to its FQDN. This may be an IP address which is not assigned to an IP node and so, the victim cannot initiate a communication with the IP node associated to the FQDN. Or, this may be an IP address assigned to another node and so, this last one can be potentially the target of a Denial of Service (DoS) based on a flooding attack. Again, DNSSEC cannot protect against this threat: as explained previously, the information stored in the DNS server are already corrupted.
The DNS server may be updated either manually or dynamically. In the last case, the security mechanisms described in the two following sections may be used.
2) TSIG: Secret Key Transaction Authentication for DNS (TSIG) [4] is a security mechanism providing authentication for DNS UPDATE messages based on symmetric cryptography: DNS client, sending DNS UPDATE messages, the DNS server share a common secret key. TSIG uses Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) algorithms [5] for the authentication computation. TSIG security information are stored in a RR structure, TSIG RR.
3) SIG(0): DNS Request and Transaction Signatures (SIG(0)) [6] is a security mechanism providing authentication for DNS UPDATE messages too but it is based on asymmetric cryptography: DNS server knows DNS client's public key, stored in a KEY RR inside the domain zone configuration file. DNS client, when sending DNS UPDATE messages, protects them with its own secret key. SIG(0) can use different algorithms (e.g., Diffie-Hellman, RSA/SHA-1, DSA). As TSIG, SIG(0) security information are stored in a RR structure, SIG RR, where (cf. Figure 1 (b) ), Type field value is 24, TTL field value is 0, RData mainly contains the signer's FQDN, algorithm used for the signature computation and its result. Once computation is done over DNS UPDATE message, SIG RR is included in Additionnal Data field of this message (cf. Figure 1 (a) ).
4) Security limitations:
Currently, in most of the enterprises and fixed cable/telecom operators IPv4 networks, the common scenario, as illustrated in Figure 2 , is that a DHCP server [10] (acting as a DNS client too), (1) assigning an IP address to the IP node, (2) will also update the information (i.e., binding between the FQDN and the assigned IP address) in the DNS server. Regarding the security between the DHCP server and the DNS server, either none is set-up, especially when the servers are in the same administrative domain and so the security can be based only on layer 2 trust, or TSIG is used because TSIG is simpler to deploy (i.e., only a pre-shared key configured in the DHCP and DNS servers is needed) and less expensive than SIG(0) from a computation point of view (i.e., symmetric versus asymmetric cryptography). As such, currently, as far as the authors know, SIG(0) is not really deployed and TSIG is generally used. In an IPv6 environment, a DHCPv6 server [11] can become useless when, as illustrated in Figure 3 , (1) IPv6 nodes are able to autoconfigure their own IPv6 addresses [12] . As such, (2) these nodes will have to update by themselves the information into the DNS server. Consequently, the DNS server needs to check that information (i.e., FQDN and IPv6 address), sent by a IPv6 node, are correct and really owned by this node. The use of TSIG is not well adapted because, for each IPv6 node, the DNS server will have to configure a pre-shared key, and this is not really scalable when there are plenty of IPv6 nodes (e.g., in a fixed cable/telecom operator network). Regarding SIG(0), it doesn't solve the address ownership issue and needs to configure a public key in the DNS server for each IPv6 node.
III. OUR SOLUTION
The goal of our solution is to solve the two following issues: the ownership of the IPv6 address and the ownership of the FQDN. For scalability reasons, we based our solution on asymmetric cryptography and so we decided to reuse SIG(0), bringing two advantages: we use its authentication/integrity feature and it needs only minor modifications to integrate our solution.
A. IPv6 Address ownership
For this issue, the ownership property of the IPv6 Cryptographically Generated Addresses is used. A new RR is specified to transport the parameters related to these specific addresses and a minor modification is brought to the SIG RR.
1) Cryptographically Generated Addresses: An IPv6 address is the concatenation of two 64-bits parts where the first part is the network prefix and the second one is the Interface Identifier (IID). The IID is generally derived from the MAC address [13] but other IID generation methods are existing [14] . Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGA) [15] are IPv6 addresses where the IID is the hash computation over the concatenation of a public key and specific parameters.
To generate a CGA, an IPv6 node needs first a RSA public/private key pair [16] . After performing the standardized algorithm [17] , the IPv6 node should get an IID, associated with the key pair. This IID results from the first 64 bits of the SHA-1 hash function [18] applied over the data structure called CGA Parameters, illustrated in Figure 4 . In this data structure, Modifier field and Collision Count field contain values used by the standardized algorithm for the CGA generation. Subnet Prefix field includes the IPv6 prefix that will be concatenated to the IID to finally build the CGA. Finally, the Public Key field contains the public key from the RSA public/private key pair. To verify the ownership of a CGA, an IPv6 node needs first getting the associated CGA Parameters and data signed with the private key related to this CGA. The IPv6 node checks that it can regenerate the same CGA, following the standardized algorithm [17] , and if so, then it checks the validity of the signature to confirm the node using the CGA is the real owner of the public key related to this address.
2) CGA use: The ownership feature of CGA, with the DNS UPDATE message, is used to certify that the message sender is the real owner of the address (i.e., the CGA) that will be updated in the DNS server. As illustrated in Figure 5 , (1) the IPv6 node generates its CGA (and so a public/private key pair, K CGApub /K CGApriv ) and (2) sends a DNS UPDATE message, including the CGA Parameters, which is signed with K CGApriv . Finally, (3) the DNS server checks the ownership of the CGA, as explained before, and updates the information concerning the IPv6 node if the verification is correct. 
4) SIG(0) modification:
The SIG(0) is modified so a new value is defined in Algorithm Field of the SIG RR to indicate the signature is based on a CGA private key. When this new value is set, the SIG(0) process has to proceed with a CGA verification (i.e., CGA regeneration followed by the signature verification).
B. FQDN ownership
For this issue, we decided to use Identity-Based Cryptography. We had only to do a minor modification to the SIG RR. We also defined a mechanism, which was not the main goal of our works but needed for the proof of concept, to provide the necessary security material between the different entities.
1) Identity-Based Cryptography: IBC [19] deals with asymmetric cryptographic schemes (i.e., schemes involving a public/private key pair) which public keys are derived in a special way. While in non-IBC asymmetric schemes the public key is usually derived from a "randomly generated" private key, in IBC schemes the public key is deterministically derived from an identity chosen by the user (e.g., the email address example@foo.com). The associated private key is generated by an entity named the Private Key Generator (PKG). PKG is configured with a Master public/private key pair to generate the private key associated to an identity. PKG needs to provide, to the sender or/and the receiver, the public PKG parameters used for cryptographic computations: Master public key, two hash functions and, with the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [20] [21], a random point of the elliptic curve. This scheme can be applied either for encryption purposes, the most common use case, or signature purposes.
2) IBC use: To secure the DNS UPDATE message, we decided to use IBC, instead of the KEY RR [6] , to certify message's sender is the real owner of the FQDN that will be updated in the DNS server. As illustrated in Figure 7 , (1) the IPv6 node gets the public parameters from the PKG: PKG's Master public key K P KGpub , two hash functions Hash1() and Hash2(), and a random point of the elliptic curve ECC Pt.
(2) The IPv6 node generates its identity (i.e., its public key K F QDNpub ), which is in fact the FQDN, and gets the associated private key K F QDNpriv from the PKG. (3) Using this private key, the IPv6 node signs the DNS UPDATE message and sends it to the DNS server. (4) DNS server gets the public parameters from the PKG and checks the signature's validity. If verification is correct, it updates information relative to the IPv6 node. 3) SIG(0) modification: SIG(0) modification consists in defining a new value in the SIG RR, for Algorithm Field indicating that Signature Field includes a signature based on IBC scheme. If this new value is set, SIG(0) process has to get the PKG's public parameters, when the DNS server doesn't already know them, and check the signature with the identity (i.e., the FQDN).
4) Security material transport:
For the proof of concept, we had to specify how PKG communicates with the different entities. We defined, over UDP [22] , 3 types of message: "PKG's public parameters request" message, "Private key associated to an identity request" message and "PKG reply" message. We assume the message exchanges are secure and, especially, PKG is trusted when sending the PKG's public parameters.
C. Global solution
Finally, we integrated together the 2 previously described components, CGA and IBC parts, to reach our goal. As illustrated in Figure 8 , (1) 
IV. PROOF OF CONCEPT
To demonstrate the validity of our solution, a proof of concept was implemented and deployed on a testbed.
A. Testbed
The testbed, as illustrated in Figure 9 , is composed of 3 entities: an IPv6 node which acts as DNS client, a router which acts as PKG and a DNS server. The operating system on these entities is Debian 2.6.32. All the testbed is only running over IPv6. DNS server is based on BIND 9.7.3 1 from ISC. PKG implementation is based on Pairing-Based Cryptography (PBC) library 2 from Stanford university. 
B. Implementation
We decided to implement our solution into 3 components: a "Client" component, a "Server" component and a "PKG" component. As illustrated in Figure 9 , "Server" component, located on the DNS server, (4) has only to send locally a nsupdate command to BIND daemon when (3) the security of the DNS UPDATE message is correct. This avoids doing any modification to BIND. (1) "Client" component has to generate the CGA, secure the DNS UPDATE message based on our solution and (2) send it. "PKG" component provides the needed security material to "Client" and "Server" components.
For the CGA part of our solution, we reused NDProtector 3 , a Python based SEND/CGA implementation and especially CGA generation/validation module which is based on scapy6 4 , a fork of the well-known packet manipulation program scapy 5 . For the IBC part of our solution, we reused PBC library and for signature model, we used the Hess method [23] .
All functions of our solution, illustrated in Figure 10 , are described in the following sections. The C function pkg_init initializes the PKG: generation of the PKG's public parameters (i.e., K P KGpub , Hash1(), Hash2() and ECC Pt) and the PKG's Master private key. The C function Kpriv_generation allows the generation of the private key (i.e., K F QDNpriv ) associated to an identity (i.e., the FQDN in our context). Finally, the Python function pkg_server.py is the main part of the PKG component: at first, this one launches the function pkg_init and then, listens for any request (i.e., either PKG's public parameters or private key associated to an identity using the function Kpriv_generation) and replies to them.
2) "Client" component: It has to generate the CGA, get the public paramaters and the private key associated to the FQDN from the PKG, generate and sign the DNS UPDATE message, and finally send it. This component is composed of 4 functions.
The Python function getPKGparams.py allows the "Client" component to request and get the PKG's public parameters. The Python function Kpriv_request.py is used by the "Client" component to request and get the private key (i.e., K F QDNpriv ) associated to an identity (i.e., the FQDN in our context). The C function gen_signature allows the signature of the DNS UPDATE message based on the private key (i.e., K F QDNpriv ) associated to the FQDN. Finally, the Python function Dyndns_add.py is the main part of the "Client" component: it generates the CGA, requests and gets the PKG's public parameters using the function getPKGparams.py, requests and gets the private key associated to a FQDN using the function Kpriv_request.py, generates the DNS UPDATE message including the CGA RR, signs this message, respectively with K F QDNpriv and K CGApriv , using the function gen_signature, and sends it to the DNS server.
3) "Server" component: When receiving a DNS UPDATE message, "Server" component has to get the public paramaters from the PKG, check the security validity of the DNS UP-DATE message, and finally, if the verification is correct, notify the DNS server daemon about the corresponding update. This component is composed of 3 functions.
The Python function getPKGparams.py allows the "Server" component to request and get the PKG's public parameters. The C function Verify_signature allows the signature's verification generated with the private key (i.e., K F QDNpriv ) associated to the FQDN. The Python function dns_server.py is the main part of the "Server" component: when a DNS UPDATE message is received, this function requests and gets the PKG's public parameters using the function getPKGparams.py, checks the FQDN ownership using the function Verify_signature and the CGA ownership (i.e., CGA regeneration and signature verification with K CGApub ). Finally, if verification is correct, this function generates and sends locally a DNS UPDATE message (i.e., binding between the FQDN and the CGA) to the DNS server daemon.
V. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS
Advantages and limitations of our solution are given below, and, for each limitation, possible solutions, when any, are given.
A. Advantages
First of all, upon receiving a DNS update, server is able to check the FQDN's ownership like TSIG and SIG(0). Moreover it allows to check the IPv6 address's ownership,included in the DNS UPDATE message and that will be associated to the FQDN in the DNS server. To the best of our knowledge, there is no alternative solution today for such a security feature.
Unlike SIG(0), our solution doesn't require anymore the storage of the public key for each IPv6 node, included in a KEY RR, in the DNS server. Thus, when DNSSEC is deployed too, as the domain zone configuration file is smaller, the time to sign the zone should be reduced too.
Our solution is more scalable than the use of TSIG which requires to provide a pre-shared key for each IPv6 node willing to update information in the DNS server.
B. Limitations and potential solutions
The main limitation of our solution is the revocation. Indeed, a CGA provides a strong relationship between an address and its owner but nothing prevents a malicious host to use it in the future when the CGA has been compromised by a collision. Unlike X.509 certificates using a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), where either a Certificate Revocation List (CRL) [24] or Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) [25] can be deployed, a CGA is infrastructureless and so cannot be revoked. Concerning the IBC, revoking the public key would mean revoking the identity and so the FQDN in our context. A solution could be to concatenate a specific data (e.g., a date) to the identity, as already proposed in previous studies [26] .
Finally, the last limitation is that the PKG becomes a point of failure: if this one is compromised, all the public/private key pairs used by the IPv6 nodes are compromised. To solve this, previous studies [27] recommend that the PKG generates only one part of the private key related to an identity and the final user finalizes the private key's generation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we presented a new security method, based on CGA and IBC, allowing a DNS server to check the ownership of the received information (i.e., the IPv6 address and the FQDN), and we described how this mechanism was implemented. Currently, for an environment where the IPv6 autoconfiguration is deployed, as far as we know, no alternative solutions exist with the same security properties as the mechanism presented in this paper.
First, the next step regarding our solution would be to secure the exchanges between the PKG and the other entities, for example, with classical methods like TLS. The analysis of the performances in a real DNS environment should be useful to determine the right cryptographic algorithms (e.g., ECC, RSA) for the different parts of our solution. Finally, our solution could be submitted to the IETF as a standard solution.
